Peacemakers® Variable Volume Exhaust Systems for Harley-Davidson® Motorcycles
When the Diverter Valves are closed, the
exhaust gases are routed through the
Peacemakers’ inner baffles, reducing
the exhaust sound volume to a nearly
stock level.

Imagine being able to start up your powerful v-twin for
an early morning ride without angering the neighbors.
Imagine enjoying a deep, powerful exhaust note
without cringing whenever you pass a police
officer or school zone.

The new
Peacemakers® Exhausts
make those dreams
a reality!

Featuring
our Diverter Valve
technology, Peacemakers® Exhausts
enable riders to get the sound they want, when they want it – while they ride! Be wild and unleash the
throaty rumble locked inside your cruiser but then just flip the switch to tone it down when required.

When the Diverter Valves are opened,
the exhaust gases flow through the
straight pipe down the center of the
muffler, resulting in increased exhaust
sound volume and improved engine
performance.

The handlebar-mounted toggle switch allows
on-the-fly transitions between
loud and quiet modes.

The small chrome Actuator Motor,
mounted to the right front frame
tube, receives the signal from
the handlebar switch and
opens/shuts the
Diverter Valves.

QUIET
When You Need It;

LOUD
When You Want It!™

Patent #7380638

Dynojet™ Performance Evaluation
Performance is measured on a stock TC96 EFI
with a high flow air filter kit.

Sound Performance Evaluation
Sound is measured on a stock TC96 EFI at
2400RPM with ANSI dB(C) weighting.

877-WSCREEN

Watch the Peacemakers video
at PeacemakersExhausts.com
and listen to audio samples of
Peacemakers Exhausts on
different bikes!

WWW.NATIONALCYCLE.COM
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N41402

®

Peacemakers Exhausts for
FL Touring Models
National Cycle delivers a sound-adjustable
exhaust system with outstanding performance.
Our electrically operated Linear Actuator
Motor and Diverter Valve technology lets you
enjoy the deep rumble of an aftermarket
exhaust while exercising social responsibility
when riding in populated areas.
• You control the sound level because
Peacemakers exhausts adjust while you ride
with a convenient electric switch at the left
handlebar grip
• Large 4" diameter mufflers have a show
quality chrome finish
• Broad (12 decibel) change in sound volume
from quiet to loud
• Muffler end cap design allows rotation of the
exhaust tips to suit your style preferences
• Optional Snub Nose™ tips are available

Shown with
accessory Snub Nose™
Replacement Exhaust Tips

N41403

Peacemakers are direct replacements for the
stock mufflers and use the existing stock muffler mounting hardware. The Linear Actuator
Motor mounts on the frame downtube and is
compatible with the lowers on the Ultra
Classic® or other Touring models.

P e a c e m a k e r s
N41414

Peacemakers® Exhausts for
FL/FX Softail® Models
The Peacemakers Exhausts for the FLSTF Fat
Boy®, FLSTD Softail® Deuce™, and FLSTN
Softail® Deluxe give you the deep, powerful
sound you want, but allow you to keep that
shotgun exhaust look while gaining the ability to
adjust the exhaust volume level on the fly...
while you ride!
These 4" diameter mufflers are direct replacements for the stock mufflers and use the stock
muffler mounting hardware. The stock muffler
heat shields can also be retained to provide
added convenience when carrying passengers.

“I put the Peacemakers® exhausts on a week
ago and they are great. Took the bike to the H-D
dealer for my 5,000 mile service and the
Peacemakers exhausts were the talk of the
shop. The service rep said he had shown them
to several people throughout the day and they
all thought they were awesome.
“I work at a high school and ride to work on the
bike whenever possible. I roar all the way to
work, then quietly slip into the parking lot... it's
just perfect! Thanks!”
~ Rolland
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N41422

®

Peacemakers Exhausts for
FXD/FXST/FLST and XL Models
Peacemakers Exhausts for FX/FL Softails®
(except Softail® Deuce™, Fat Boy®, and
Softail® Deluxe), FX Dyna™ and XL Sportster®
models retain the staggered dual configuration
of the stock exhausts but enable the rider to
produce the strong, deep exhaust note of a
straight-piped Harley® motor without having to
worry about angering their neighbors or local
law enforcement.
Peacemakers Exhausts for these models are
compatible with all other current National Cycle
accessories, including Chrome Lowers and
Cruiseliner™ Saddlebags, and are also compatible with many Harley-Davidson® accessories,
including Highway Bars.

N41431

These 3.25" diameter staggered dual exhausts
are equipped with tapered tips and are a direct
replacement for the stock mufflers and stock
mounting hardware. They enable the rider to
retain the stock heat shields for added convenience when carrying a passenger.

Visit www.PeacemakersExhausts.com for the Latest Applications

Peacemakers® Replacement
Exhaust Tips
For a different look, try on a pair of Snub
Nose™ Exhaust Tips. They replace the original
Slash Cut Tips on your Peacemakers Exhausts
and are easy to install. The blunt end style gives
your bike that no-nonsense look.

Slash Down
Tips Rotated
to Slash Out

N41904
N41905

Our Replacement Exhaust Tips fit all 4-inch
Peacemakers Exhausts (N41402/03/14).

“I just wanted to comment on your new
Peacemakers® Exhausts. I'm recently on my
third Harley-Davidson® motorcycle, a 2007
Dyna Street Bob®. I put on a pair of your
Peacemakers three weeks ago and I have to say
that theses are the best exhausts I've ever had
on any of my bikes. The deep, throaty rumble is
just perfect to the ears but it is not the usual
loud and annoying sound of other systems. The
quiet mode is perfect, because I work at a hospital and I can just cruise through the parking
lot with no complaints. Thanks a million for such
a wonderful exhaust system.”
~ Cristobal

Peacemakers® Slip-On Exhausts
HARLEY-DAVIDSON
MODEL

MODEL
YEARS

PART
NUMBER

FLH MODELS Touring
FLHR/FLHRC Road King/Road King Classic
FLHR/FLHRC/FLHRS Road King Classic/Custom
FLHT/FLHTC/FLHTCU Electra Glide
FLHT/FLHTC/FLHTCU Electra Glide
FLHX/FLTR Street Glide/Road Glide
FLHX/FLTR Street Glide/Road Glide

2009-13
1994-08
2009-15
1996-08
2009-15
1999-08

N41403
N41402
N41403
N41402
N41403 (1)
N41402

PART
NUMBER

FL/FX MODELS Softail
FXSTD Softail Deuce
FXSTD Softail Deuce
FLSTF/FLSTFB Fat Boy/Lo
FLSTF Fat Boy
FLSTN Softail Deluxe
FLST/FLSTC/FXSTB/FXSTS/FXST Softail

2007
2000-06
2007-15
2000-06
2005-06
2000-06

N41414
N41411 (3.25")
N41414
N41411 (3.25")
N41413 (3.25")
N41412 (3.25")

EXHAUST TIPS for N41402
Optional Snub Nose™ Tips
Replacement Slash Cut Tips

N41902
N41904

FX MODELS Dyna Glide
FXD Dyna Series ALL
FXD/FXDC/FXDB/FXDL/FXDWG Dyna ALL

1995-05
2006-15

N41421 (3.25")
N41422 (3.25")

EXHAUST TIPS for N41414
Optional Snub Nose™ Tips
Replacement Slash Cut Tips

N41903
N41905

XL MODELS Sportster
XL1200/883 C/L/N/R/S ALL

2004-15

N41431 (3.25")

N41902
N41903

Replacement Exhaust Tips
ITEM

877-WSCREEN

(1) 2010 FLHX/FLTR models require purchase of H-D Part Number 65600063.
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